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Rosette nebula. Credits: CalTech�

Lyman-alpha (Lyα) emission from HII regions�

OB stars�
Ionizing radiation �

HII region �
Hα, Lyα �
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- Probability(Lyα=1216 A) ≈ 2/3 per recombination �

 Recombination of HII regions �

Intrinsic Lyα luminosity � Lintr

Lyα ∝ 2
3Ṅ

OB

ion
∝ SFR

Lintr

Lyα ≈ 10%Lbol

...in the most extreme case, the spectrum would look like this:

Partridge & Peebles (1967)�

Lyα�
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- Intense line in star-forming galaxies�
�
�
�
�
- Easy to detect at high redshift ! �
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Lyα in the observational context �

Lyα selected galaxies = Lyman-Alpha Emitters (LAE)�
"�

  - Narrow band vs Broad band (Ouchi+08;Hu+10)�
 "=> LAE candidate if EWLyα > EWthreshold�

"�
  - Blind search with slit or IFU �
        (e.g. Rauch+08, Blanc+10)�
�

λobs = (1+z) x λLyα�
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: seen in optical-NIR at 3 < z < 7 �

Large samples (>3000) of LAEs at 3 < z < 7 (e.g. Subaru, VLT)�
allow to derive statistical constraints on LAEs�
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Lyα in the observational context �
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8 Ouchi et al.

Fig. 7.— Evolution of Ly! LFs up to z = 6.6. Red filled
circles are the best estimates of z = 6.6 LAEs from the entire
SXDS sample, and red solid line is the best-fit Schechter function of
z = 6.6 LAEs. Blue filled circles and solid line are data points and
the best-fit Schechter function, respectively, of z = 5.7 LAEs given
by Ouchi et al. (2008). Note that the error bars of z = 6.6 and
5.7 data points (red and blue filled circles) represent uncertainties
from statistics and cosmic variance. Cyan solid line is the best-
fit Schechter function of z = 3.1 LAEs (Ouchi et al. 2008). The
LF decreases from z = 5.7 to 6.6 significantly, while no significant
evolution can be found between z = 3.1 and 5.7. For comparison,
we plot LF estimates from each of the five ! 0.2 deg2 subfields with
the same open symbols as found in Figure 6. These open symbols
illustrate that with the data of a single ! 0.2 deg2 field alone (e.g.
open circles down to logLLy! " 42.6) which is a typical survey
size of previous studies it is di!cult to distinguish whether or not
z = 6.6 LFs show evolution (decrease) with respect to z = 5.7.
Dashed and dotted lines represent the best-fit Schechter functions
to our z = 6.6 LF with a "! and L! fixed to that of z = 5.7,
respectively.

6.6 in Figure 6. The previous measurements of Ly!
LFs show large scatters. If one compares the LFs
of Malhotra & Rhoads (2004) (dotted line), Hu et al.
(2005) (crosses), and Kashikawa et al. (2006) (stars)
which are derived from a moderate number of LAEs
and a moderately-wide field, their measurements do not
appear to agree. This large di!erence causes a long-
standing argument of Ly! LF evolution between z = 5.7
and 6.6. However, all of these previous measurements fall
about within the scatters and errors of LFs derived from
our 5 subfields each with a ! 0.2 deg2 area. Thus, the
discrepancies of LF measurements between these previ-
ous studies are probably due to the combination of cos-
mic variances and small statistics. Because our z = 6.6
LFs from the 5 subfields cover the range of measure-
ments of Malhotra & Rhoads (2004), Hu et al. (2005),
and Kashikawa et al. (2006), we conclude that our LF
measurements agree well with those derived in previous
studies.
Schechter function (Schechter 1976) is fit to the Ly!

LFs composed of our large area data with cosmic variance
errors and the previous LF estimate in the independent
876 arcmin2 area of SDF (Kashikawa et al. 2006). 12

12 Twenty six out of 29 LAEs used in Malhotra & Rhoads (2004)

Fig. 8.— Error ellipses of our Schechter parameters, L!
Ly! and

"!. Red contours represent the fit of z = 6.6 LF with the fixed
slope of ! = #1.5 based on SXDS and SDF data. The inner and
outer contours indicate 68% and 90% confidence levels, respec-
tively, which include cosmic variance errors. Blue contours denote
z = 5.7 LFs given by Ouchi et al. (2008), which are similarly de-
rived with cosmic variance errors. For a fair comparison with our
z = 6.6 LF, we show error ellipses of the z = 5.7 LF derived by the
classical method (see more details in Ouchi et al. 2008). The error
ellipses of the z = 5.7 LF are larger than those of our z = 6.6 LF.
This is because the data of z = 5.7 LF have more uncertainties of
cosmic variance. Black solid and dotted lines indicate 1, 2, and 3
sigma confidence levels of z = 6.6 and z = 5.7 LFs with no cosmic
variance errors previously derived solely with the smaller data of
SDF (Kashikawa et al. 2006).

The Schechter function is defined by

"(L)dL = "!(L/L!)! exp("L/L!)d(L/L!). (5)

With a total of 265 (= 207+58) LAEs at z # 6.6 in a total
area of 4114 (= 3238 + 876) arcmin2 data in the SXDS
and SDF, we obtain the best-fit Schechter parameters of
"! = 8.5+3.0

"2.2 $ 10"4Mpc"3 and L!
Ly! = 4.4+0.6

"0.6 $ 1042

erg s"1 with a fixed ! = "1.5, which are summarized
in Table 3. Because the di!erence in #2 for ! values is
insignificant, we fix ! to "1.5, which is a fiducial value
used for low-z Ly! LFs (e.g. Malhotra & Rhoads 2004;
Kashikawa et al. 2006; Ouchi et al. 2008). The best-fit
Schechter function is shown in Figure 6 with the red solid
line. We also estimate the best-fit Schechter parameters
with a fixed ! = "1.7, because the value of ! # "1.7 is
recently reported for z = 2"6 LAEs (Cassata et al. 2010;
see also Rauch et al. 2008) as well as z ! 7 dropouts
(e.g. Ouchi et al. 2009b; Oesch et al. 2010; McLure et al.
2010). The best-fit parameters for ! = "1.7 are "! =
6.9+2.6

"1.9$ 10"4Mpc"3 and L!
Ly! = 4.9+0.9

"0.7$ 1042 erg s"1.
Note that our data point at the bright end (logL(Ly!) =
43.5 erg s"1 ) appears to exceed the best-fit Schechter
function in Figure 6, although the data point is consistent

are provided from a subsample of the SDF data (Taniguchi et al.
2005; Kashikawa et al. 2006). To avoid using the same LAE data,
we do not include Malhotra & Rhoads (2004) data points for our
Schechter fitting. We also do not use data points in papers that
are not published yet in a refereed journal.

Mean physical properties of LAEs �
�
    - stellar mass:          <Mstar> ≈ 5.108 Msun  �
    - dust extinction:      <AV> ≈ 0.1 �
    - age of stellar pop.   <Agestars>  ≈ 200 Myr�

Ouchi+10 �

e.g. Gawiser+06; �
Finkelstein+07 �

�

Number 
density�
�
�
�
�

        log LLyα�

Lyα Luminosity Function�
"�

- evolution with z ?�
      Variation of ISM or IGM absorption?�
�
- faint end slope ? �
      Contribution of faint galaxies to SF budget?�



Lyα in the observational context �

UV selected = Lyman-Break Galaxies (LBG, Steidel+99, Bouwens+07)�
"�

   - UV-continuum magnitude MUV selection �
"(= highly star-forming galaxies)�

�
   - LBG seem more massive, more dusty and older than LAE �
   �
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- Spectroscopic follow-up “sometimes” shows Lyα ! �
(e.g. Shapley+03, Stark+10)�
�

We want to understand the properties of Lyα Emitters, but 
also their link with the Lyman-Break Galaxies�
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Radiative transfer - I �

Medium optically thick to Lyα photons: resonant scattering �
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Lyα photons travel through the ISM :      NH(ISM) ≈ 1020 cm-2 �
�

Lyα scattering cross section is huge: �
�

σLyα ≈ 10-16 cm2 �

Lyα �

HII region �

HI atoms�
Simplistic 
ISM scheme �
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Lyα photons travel through the ISM :      NH(ISM) ≈ 1020 cm-2 �
�

Lyα scattering cross section is huge: �
�

σLyα ≈ 10-16 cm2 �

non-resonant photons �
(e.g. UV-continuum) �

HII region �

HI atoms�
Simplistic 
ISM scheme �
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Radiative transfer - I �930 ÖSTLIN ET AL. Vol. 138

NGC 6090

Tololo 65IRAS 08339+65

Figure 3. Color composite images of the whole sample. The blue channel shows continuum subtracted Ly!, adaptively smoothed for the sake of presentation.
Continuum subtracted H! is shown in red. 1500 Å continuum is shown in green. The intensity scaling is logarithmic and arbitrary and has been adjusted to show
interesting details. Each image has a size of 15!! " 15!!, except for SBS 0335#052 (5!! " 5!!) and Tol 65 (7.!!5 " 7.!!5). For Tol 65 the red channel shows a mixture
of H", [O iii] and H! (see the text for details). East is left and north is up. Low surface brightness Ly! emission can clearly be seen surrounding compact UV point
sources, particularly in ESO 338#04, Haro 11, and the south west knot of NGC 6090.

Östlin+09 �
Local LAE 

- This is actually observed �
�
- Path(Lyα) greatly increased �
�
=> Enhancement of dust extinction �
�
�
Escape fraction of Lyα 
photons fesc hard to infer or 
predict ! �

Lyα
HII region  �
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Lobs
Lyα = fescL

intr
Lyα
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Radiative transfer - II �

red�blue�

- Again, resonant scattering seem �
to be at play: Doppler shift �
�
- Potential impact of gas motion �
(e.g. galactic winds)�
�

Typical observed Lyα profile�
"- broad �
"- redward asymetry�
"- 0 < z < 7 �
"(Kunth+98, Hu+10, Yamada+12)�

Tapken+07 �
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Rest-frame �

λ i� λ f = λ i�
�
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External-frame �
in which Vatom ≠ 0 �
�

λ i�
λ f ≠ λ i�
�



Radiative transfer - II �
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- Galactic outflows seem to be quite 
common at high redshift �

M82 �

Model of Lyα transfer through spherical expanding shell 
has been proposed (Verhamme+06, Dijkstra+06)�

No. 1, 2010 STRUCTURE AND KINEMATICS OF THE CIRCUMGALACTIC MEDIUM 293

Figure 1. Histogram of the measured (centroid) velocities of IS absorption lines
(blue) and Ly! emission (red) with respect to the galaxy nebular redshift as
defined by the centroid of the H! emission line, for a sample of 89 galaxies with
!z" = 2.27±0.16. The sample includes only those galaxies having both nebular
line redshifts and rest-UV spectra of adequate quality to measure absorption
line centroids. In this sample, 86 of the 89 galaxies have measured values of zIS,
3 have only zLy! , and 39 have both. The mean values of the velocity offsets are
indicated.

Figure 1, where different symbols are used depending on the
UV spectral morphology of the galaxies.

In light of the current H! sample of z # 2.3 galaxies, it is
worth re-examining the “rules” that one would use to estimate
the true systemic redshift of the galaxies given only information
contained in their rest-UV spectra, and assuming that zH! defines
the rest frame. Using a linear regression form similar to that used
by Adelberger et al. (2005a), for galaxies with both zLy! and zIS
measurements,

zH! = zIS + 0.00289 $ 0.0026(2.7 $ zIS); "z = 0.00127, (1)

zH! = zLy! $0.0054 + 0.0001(2.7$zLy!); "z = 0.00193, (2)

corresponding to velocity offsets of !vIS = $170±115 km s$1

and !vLy! = +485 ± 175 km s$1, respectively, at the mean
redshift of zH! = 2.27. For objects with a measurement of zIS
only,

zH! = zIS + 0.00303 $ 0.0031(2.7 $ zIS); "z = 0.00145, (3)

or !vIS = $165 ± 140 km s$1 (error is the standard deviation)
at the mean redshift of the sample.

Using all 86 H! galaxies with measured zIS, the best-fit single
relation of the form in Equations (1)–(3) is

zH! = zIS + 0.00299 $ 0.00291(2.7 $ zIS); "z = 0.00138 (4)

or !vIS = $166 ± 125 km s$1 at !zH!" = 2.27. We find that
including zLy! in the above regression formulae increases the
rms redshift uncertainty over that obtained using only zIS, in
contrast to similar estimates at somewhat higher redshift by
Adelberger et al. (2005a). One possible explanation for the
difference could be the generally weaker Ly! lines in the z % 2.3

Figure 2. Plot showing the IS absorption line centroid velocities (blue) and
centroid Ly! emission velocities relative to the redshift defined by H! for the
same sample as in Figure 1. Galaxies for which both IS absorption redshifts
and Ly! emission redshifts are available are indicated with blue (absorption)
and red (emission) solid dots; open triangles show systems for which one or
the other measurements are not available. The circled objects are ones which
exhibited measurable velocity shear in the sample of Erb et al. (2006c; see the
text for discussion).

sample compared to that at z % 3 (Reddy et al. 2008). We
return in Section 5 to a discussion of the kinematics of the Ly!
emission line. In any case, using only the absorption redshift,
with a constant offset of %+165 km s$1, would provide an
estimate of zH! accurate to #125 km s$1 (rms).

There are too few objects (3 of 89) in the H! sample having
only zLy! to define a significant relationship for such objects
(which are also quite rare in the full z ! 2 spectroscopic
sample), although these three objects have !!vLy!" = 400±183,
consistent with Equation (2) above. For this reason, we use
Equation (2) for subsequent estimates of zH! when only Ly!
emission is available.

Figures 1 and 2 show that a significant fraction of the galaxies
have an IS absorption line centroid velocity shift !vIS consistent
with zero. Given the uncertainties in !vIS, this is not particularly
significant for individual objects, but we discuss the issue further
because of the intriguing behavior of !vIS and !vLy! with respect
to one another and because of the greater significance of the
result in higher S/N composite spectra discussed below. Three
of the eleven galaxies with measured !vIS " 0 also have Ly!
emission, and have !!vLy!" = +708 ± 50 km s$1, #250 km s$1

higher than the average of the full sample; however, the average
!!vLy!$!vIS" = 622±40 km s$1 for this set of objects is nearly
identical to that of the full sample. The relative consistency of the
difference !vLy! $ !vIS in the H! sample, as well as in much
larger samples without the benefit of H! spectroscopy (e.g.,
Shapley et al. 2003; Steidel et al. 2004), suggests a situation in
which !vLy! moves in concert with !vIS irrespective of whether
the centroid of the absorption line velocities are blueshifted with
respect to systemic.

Interestingly, three other galaxies out of the eleven (see
Figure 2) with !vIS " 0 are among those with spatially resolved
velocity shear in the H! emission line, meaning that the H!
spectrum exhibits a significant velocity offset as a function
of spatial position; see Erb et al. (2006c) for details. Given
the overall detection rate of shear in the sample of Erb et al.
(2006c), we would expect to find #1 such object in a sample
of 11. Furthermore, of the 14 objects with tilted H! emission
lines in the Erb et al. (2006c) sample, 8 have high-quality

Steidel+10 �

(e.g. Shapley+03, McLinden+10)�
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- Galactic outflows seem to be quite 
common at high redshift �
�
�
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!z" = 2.27±0.16. The sample includes only those galaxies having both nebular
line redshifts and rest-UV spectra of adequate quality to measure absorption
line centroids. In this sample, 86 of the 89 galaxies have measured values of zIS,
3 have only zLy! , and 39 have both. The mean values of the velocity offsets are
indicated.
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UV spectral morphology of the galaxies.
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redshift of zH! = 2.27. For objects with a measurement of zIS
only,
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or !vIS = $165 ± 140 km s$1 (error is the standard deviation)
at the mean redshift of the sample.

Using all 86 H! galaxies with measured zIS, the best-fit single
relation of the form in Equations (1)–(3) is
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or !vIS = $166 ± 125 km s$1 at !zH!" = 2.27. We find that
including zLy! in the above regression formulae increases the
rms redshift uncertainty over that obtained using only zIS, in
contrast to similar estimates at somewhat higher redshift by
Adelberger et al. (2005a). One possible explanation for the
difference could be the generally weaker Ly! lines in the z % 2.3

Figure 2. Plot showing the IS absorption line centroid velocities (blue) and
centroid Ly! emission velocities relative to the redshift defined by H! for the
same sample as in Figure 1. Galaxies for which both IS absorption redshifts
and Ly! emission redshifts are available are indicated with blue (absorption)
and red (emission) solid dots; open triangles show systems for which one or
the other measurements are not available. The circled objects are ones which
exhibited measurable velocity shear in the sample of Erb et al. (2006c; see the
text for discussion).

sample compared to that at z % 3 (Reddy et al. 2008). We
return in Section 5 to a discussion of the kinematics of the Ly!
emission line. In any case, using only the absorption redshift,
with a constant offset of %+165 km s$1, would provide an
estimate of zH! accurate to #125 km s$1 (rms).

There are too few objects (3 of 89) in the H! sample having
only zLy! to define a significant relationship for such objects
(which are also quite rare in the full z ! 2 spectroscopic
sample), although these three objects have !!vLy!" = 400±183,
consistent with Equation (2) above. For this reason, we use
Equation (2) for subsequent estimates of zH! when only Ly!
emission is available.

Figures 1 and 2 show that a significant fraction of the galaxies
have an IS absorption line centroid velocity shift !vIS consistent
with zero. Given the uncertainties in !vIS, this is not particularly
significant for individual objects, but we discuss the issue further
because of the intriguing behavior of !vIS and !vLy! with respect
to one another and because of the greater significance of the
result in higher S/N composite spectra discussed below. Three
of the eleven galaxies with measured !vIS " 0 also have Ly!
emission, and have !!vLy!" = +708 ± 50 km s$1, #250 km s$1

higher than the average of the full sample; however, the average
!!vLy!$!vIS" = 622±40 km s$1 for this set of objects is nearly
identical to that of the full sample. The relative consistency of the
difference !vLy! $ !vIS in the H! sample, as well as in much
larger samples without the benefit of H! spectroscopy (e.g.,
Shapley et al. 2003; Steidel et al. 2004), suggests a situation in
which !vLy! moves in concert with !vIS irrespective of whether
the centroid of the absorption line velocities are blueshifted with
respect to systemic.

Interestingly, three other galaxies out of the eleven (see
Figure 2) with !vIS " 0 are among those with spatially resolved
velocity shear in the H! emission line, meaning that the H!
spectrum exhibits a significant velocity offset as a function
of spatial position; see Erb et al. (2006c) for details. Given
the overall detection rate of shear in the sample of Erb et al.
(2006c), we would expect to find #1 such object in a sample
of 11. Furthermore, of the 14 objects with tilted H! emission
lines in the Erb et al. (2006c) sample, 8 have high-quality

M82 �

Model of Lyα transfer through spherical expanding shell 
has been proposed (Verhamme+06, Dijkstra+06)�

Steidel+10 �

(e.g. Shapley+03, McLinden+10)�



MCLya: Numerical radiative transfer code �
(Verhamme+06)�

- Central isotropic emission of Lyα photons �
- Solves resonant scattering in expanding shell (gas + dust)�

Backscattering redshifts Lya photons �
�

- 4 parameters: Vexp , NH , b , τdust �
fesc�
profile �

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 18 19–04-2012�
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static� non-static�

Lya photons escape mainly through backscattering�
�
- Extension of MCLya by Schaerer+11: Library of 6000 models�
�
     i.e. 6000 sets of shell parameter values Vexp , NH , b , τdust �
�

MCLya: Line profiles�
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OUTLINE�

- Introduction : theory and observations�
�
- Role of radiative transfer�
�
- Modelling of Lyα galaxies: apply/test “shell picture”  
in cosmological model of galaxy formation   �
�

"- Semi-analytic model of galaxy formation �
"- Model of Lyα emission �
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Semi-analytic model of galaxy formation �

GALICS �
(GALaxies In Cosmological Simulations, Hatton+03)�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 21 19–04-2012�

Coupling of: �
"�
"- N-body simulation to describe the evolution of 

structures of dark matter in a cosmological volume�
�

"- Semi-analytic prescriptions to model galaxies�
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 Cosmological N-body simulation �

1- find halos = “bound groups” of > 20 particles�
2- Track growth of halos = merging history �

Cosmological parameters 
(WMAP-5) �
10243 dark matter particles�
Lbox = 100 h-1 Mpc�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 22 19–04-2012�

- Follow dynamics of dark matter particles in cosmological box�

z = 6 � z = 2 �Initial conditions �
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Example of halo 
merger tree �

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 23 19–04-2012�

timestep i (e.g. z=7)�

timestep i+1 (e.g. z=6)�

timestep i+2 (e.g. z=5)�

Add baryons to DM halos in post-processing to model galaxies�

 Cosmological N-body simulation �



Semi-analytic models for galaxies�

- Compute complex galaxy physics…� - Gas accretion�
- Star formation �
- SN Feedback �
- Galactic fountain �
- ISM chemical enrichment �
- Mergers…�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 24 19–04-2012�

… with simple analytic recipes: �
e.g. star formation (Kennicutt law) �
�
logΣSFR = 1.4logΣgas + αSF �
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UV luminosity functions of LBGs�

Model before extinction �
Model after extinction �

- Model adjusted to UV data�
at 3 < z < 7 �
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- GALICS predicts properties of > 1 million galaxies at high z.�
       SFR, gas & stellar mass, dust… + UV-continuum magnitude�

MUV �

Number 
density�
�
�
�
�

z≈4�

- One more step: model Lyα properties of galaxies�
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Use “MCLya shell” model for GALICS�

Guiderdoni+87, Reddy+06 �

SNII analytic model by Bertone+05 �

Lyα properties (fesc, profile) from MCLya library�

T ≈ 104 K�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 26 19–04-2012�

Shell parameters derived for each galaxy using scaling arguments�

Vexp ~ SFR1/6�

NH ~ MISM / 4 π Rdisc
2 �

τdust ~ Zmetal NH (1+z)-1/2 �

b = 20 km/s�



Lyα escape fraction �

log fesc�

- Low SFR galaxies �
      �
    fesc ≈ 1 �
    Lyα can trace SFR �

- High SFR galaxies �

fesc distribution vs SFR �

0 < fesc < 1 �
Lyα uncorrelated with SFR �

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 27 19–04-2012�



Lyα luminosity functions�

before extinction �

after extinction �

- OK with obs. data @ 3 < z < 7 �
�
- High abundance of faint LAEs�
�
- Data still inhomogeneous �
�

z≈3�

z≈6�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 28 19–04-2012�

Lobs
Lyα = fescL

intr
Lyα



10 Hu et al.

Fig. 5.— (a) Comparison of the averaged spectra made from all the “quality one” spectra in the NB816 (z = 5.7; red line) and NB912
(z = 6.5; blue line) samples. These were formed by normalizing each individual spectrum’s Ly! peak to one and then averaging the
normalized spectra. In each case we show the level of the continuum measured redward of the Ly! line with the dashed line of the same
color. (b) Comparison of the averaged spectra made from only the FWHM> 1.6 Å objects in the two samples. These wider spectra have
a more developed red elbow.

Line profile – stacked spectra �

Model� Obs�

- Asymetric shape well reproduced�
�
- FWHMmodel slightly higher than FWHMobs�
�

z≈6�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 29 19–04-2012�



Stellar masses of LAEs�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 30 19–04-2012�

z≈3� Faint LAE�
Typical LAE�
Bright LAE�

- Most massive galaxies 
(LBG) ≠ brightest LAE�
�
�
- Typical LAE: �
     <Mstar> ≈ 109 Msun �

OK with observations�



Link LAE-LBG �

Fraction of Lyα emitters in LBG �

z≈4�
z≈6�

Data: Stark+10 �

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 31 19–04-2012�

- Observations show that 
fraction XLya increases at 
fainter MUV �
(points + bars)�
�
�
- Model catches this trend�
(histograms)�
�
=> LAE-LBG picture seems 
coherent ! �
� MUV �



Link LAE-LBG �

Less dusty UV-bright galaxies can appear as LAE�

- All galaxies �
- Typical LAEs �
(LLya > 1042 erg/s) � z≈4�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 32 19–04-2012�

Dust opacity vs MUV�

MUV�
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Conclusion �
- Inclusion of resonant Lyα transfer through galactic outflows in 
cosmological model of galaxy formation �
�
- Most of data of high-z LAE matched despite simplistic shell picture�
�
- Lyα and UV properties of galaxies are both well reproduced�

33 19–04-2012 

In addition, studies in more 
“realistic” hydrodynamic simulations 
are important… but quite time-
consuming�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart 
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Mock LAE fields�

GEM - Swinburne 11-04-2012�

Example: �
- 10 x 10 sq. arcmin    �
- 3 < z < 3.1 �
- FLyα > 10-18  erg/s/cm2

A Hybrid Model

Mock Catalogues
Random Tiling Technique

  

Forero-Romero (CRAL) High-z surveys 13 / 46

Generate light cones (MOMAF, Blaizot+06) 

34 

Typical VLT-MUSE field (2013) 

Super Science Symposium - Hobart 19–04-2012 
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Clustering of LAEs�
Are LAEs in the right halos?�

GEM - Swinburne 11-04-2012�

Data: Ouchi+10 
Angular correlation 
function w(θ)  
 
- Measures excess of 
galaxy pairs at a given 
scale 
 
- Low-z interlopers in 
Narrow-band surveys 
 
- Good match if f = 20-30%  

35 Super Science Symposium - Hobart 19–04-2012 
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Conclusion �
- Inclusion of Lyα transfer through galactic outflows in SAM�
�
- Dispersion of fesc-SFR relation  => Lyα (non-)emission in LBG �
�
- Most of LAE data matched despite simplistic shell picture�
�
- Some disagreements persist (FWHM, equivalent widths) �
�
- Need for complementary study�
 in hydro. simulations �

Thibault Garel Super Science Symposium - Hobart                     
11-04-2012 
GEM - Swinburne 11-04-2012� 36 Super Science Symposium - Hobart 19–04-2012 
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Probability(Lyα=1216 A) ≈ 2/3 per recombination �

 Recombination of HII regions - radiative cascade�

Photoionization equilibrium �
& �

 optically thick medium �

Lyα�

Intrinsic Lyα luminosity � Lintr

Lyα ∝ 2
3Ṅ

OB

ion
∝ SFR

GEM - Swinburne 11-04-2012�

Lintr

Lyα ≈ 10%LbolIntense line in star-forming galaxies: �

37 Super Science Symposium - Hobart �19–04-2012�
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Thibault Garel Super Science Symposium - Hobart                     
11-04-2012 

GALICS – A hybrid model of galaxy formation � (Hatton+03)�

Macc, gas = F x Ωb/Ωm Macc, DM�

GEM - Swinburne 11-04-2012�

F= �
1        if Mh < Mmin �

(Mmax-Mh)/(Mmax-Mmin) if Mmin < Mh < Mmax�

0       if Mh > Mmax�

38 Super Science Symposium - Hobart �19–04-2012�



Link LAE-LBG �

UV luminosity function of LAE�

z≈5�

Super Science Symposium - Hobart � 39 19–04-2012�


